
 

 

 

Design Miami/ Returns to Pride Park with 
New Curatorial Director, Wava Carpenter 
The 17th edition of the fair will explore the theme of Human Kind and how 

design can impact the world for the better.
 
 
Miami, October 21, 2021 - Design Miami/ is delighted to present the 17th edition of it’s fair in 
Miami Beach from December 1 - 5, 2021. Taking place in Pride Park, opposite the Miami Beach 
Convention Center, the fair will feature over 35 gallery and Curio exhibitions to be presented 
alongside an exciting lineup of partnerships and collaborations. In addition, Design Miami/ will 
be presented in a hybrid physical and digital format. All exhibited works on the show floor will 
be available to purchase at designmiami.com for a limited time, alongside a robust online 
program of design talks and 3D virtual tours. 
 
Jennifer Roberts, CEO of Design Miami/, says: “The 17th edition of Design Miami/ brings a 
myriad of reasons for celebration -  from returning to our home in Pride Park to our Human 
Kind theme, which will look at how design can play a role in shaping the world for the better. 
As we continue to see the collectible design market grow, in both physical and digital spaces, 
we’re pleased to also welcome many new members to the Design Miami/ family - galleries, 
curios and partners - all of which are bringing thoughtful contributions to the fair”. 
 



This year’s programming, the first curated by incoming Curatorial Director, Wava Carpenter, 
will explore the theme of Human Kind, shining a spotlight on design-led visions for a more 
equitable and interconnected future. Those operating at the cutting-edge of design thinking 
will bring together works, ideas, and presentations to spark conversations around the current 
state of the world and where we need to go. The galleries and partners have planned 
thoughtful and diverse responses to this timely theme. 
 
Wava Carpenter, Design Miami/’s incoming curatorial director, says: “The practice of design, 
at its heart, has always aimed to create a better future. But in recent years, as the global 
challenges that humanity faces have approached existential proportions, the future that 
designers envision increasingly demands a fundamental reorientation of what it means to be 
human in this world, calling on all of us to become better stewards of nature and of each 
other.” 
 
Aesthetics Of The Moment: The Fantastical & The Primordial/ 
Perhaps as an escape from the realities of the world as it is now, designers and collectors are 
drawn to truly extraordinary forms that evoke another time and place. This larger trend finds 
two expressions: the fantastical and the primordial. The former aesthetic is exuberant, 
vibrant, surreal, as if created for a fairy tale or science fiction story, often inflected with a 
tongue-in-cheek wink. The second expression has a minimalist yet striking aura that calls to 
mind relics of the ancient past, prehistory and beyond time. 
 
At Objective Gallery, ‘Reincarnation’ presents the work of Brecht Wright Gander, Fernando 
Mastrangelo, J McDonald, Vincent Pocsik, Eny Lee Parker, and Charlotte Kingsnorth, which as 
an ensemble conjures objects of past lives and nostalgia for bygone ways of living. In the age 
of industrial and mass production, it is less possible to commune with one’s environment and 
the art of everyday life. The works in Reincarnation revive pre-Industrial artisanal processes 
and mastery of materials. Jason Jacques Gallery presents ‘CEREMONY’, an Ayahuasca 
ceremony from the planet Zeefromzeglop. The ceremony posits that all that exists in the 
universe is connected through cracks in time-space that are universally opened by plant 
medicine. On show are tapestry depictions of great spirit animals and plants. Meanwhile, 
Volume Gallery presents new braided and draped woven works from renowned craftsperson 
Tanya Aguiñiga. Forming part of the designer’s ‘Extraño’ series, the objects are a craftful 
expression of the grief, gratitude, rage, and exhaustion Aguiñiga has felt in response to the 
constant threats faced by the BIPOC community, as well as the diverse effects and losses of 
the pandemic. 
 
The Miami Design District has named creative studios, Studio Proba and Enjoy The Weather, 
this year’s winners of its highly anticipated 2021 Annual Design Commission. Curated by Wava 
Carpenter and Anna Carnick of Anava Projects and Design Miami/, this year’s installation, 
titled Tomorrow Land, will transform the neighborhood—as well as the entrance to Design 
Miami/—into an interactive playground through a series of joyful sculptures, seating, and 
ornamentation designed by Studio Proba. The physical installation will serve as the basis for 
an interactive, virtual game created by Enjoy The Weather. A dedicated app that uses AR 
technology and proximity beacons will allow visitors to ‘collect’ and customize Studio Proba’s 
shapes and place their own custom totems throughout the neighborhood and beyond. 



 
Material of the Moment: Ceramics/ 
Through their direct, hands-on and hands-in nature of production, ceramic works are an ideal 
medium for storytelling, especially autobiographical and sociological stories, which resonate 
deeply with audiences in this time of disruption and separation. It seems that, more than ever, 
ceramics artists are working with clay in new ways to share perspectives on and insights into 
who they are, where they came from, and where they want to see the world go. This has 
resulted in a thriving market for ceramics, and this year’s fair presents a strong representation 
of both contemporary and historical ceramics. 
 
Southern Guild presents an exhibition of ceramics specifically commissioned for the fair from 
four of South Africa’s most accomplished artists working in clay - Andile Dyalvane, Zizipho 
Poswa, Madoda Fani and Chuma Maweni. These contemporary artists use the medium to 
explore aspects of traditional Xhosa culture and spirituality while drawing on their personal 
experiences and deep belief systems. Titled 'Studio Visit’, the booth will take visitors behind 
the scenes of the artists’ practices as they foreground new techniques and achieve some of 
their most technically ambitious work to date. At Friedman Benda, the gallery will introduce a 
series of never-before-seen portrait works produced in glazed stoneware by Nigerian 
American ceramicist and sculptor Ebitenyefa Baralaye - the first collaboration between the 
designer and the gallery. Interpreted through a diasporic lens and abstracted through the 
aesthetics of craft and design, Baralaye’s work explores cultural, spiritual, and material 
translations of form, objects, text, and symbols - this new series being a vehicle through which 
to offer reflections on his experience of being a Black man in America. 
 
Mindy Solomon presents ‘Free Flowing Geometry’, a striking presentation of works by John 
Gill, Kelsie Rudolph, and Minkyu Lee. Exploring the boundaries of form and function, each 
artist builds pieces that are carefully crafted with functionality in mind, taking artistic license 
to bring movement and vibrant color to the mix. Moderne Gallery offers contemporary and 
20th century ceramic pieces, including a masterful ceramic representation of the planet, 
Glazed Ceramic Globe (2021) by Japanese ceramicist Hashimoto Tomonari, presented 
alongside Estelle Halper’s 1960s organic sculptural work.Specialized in Nordic design and 
decorative arts, Hostler Burrows also presents a beautifully curated selection of 
contemporary Scandinavian ceramics alongside a few exceptional historic design pieces, 
including works by Steen Ipsen, Martin Bodilsen Kaldahl, Taher Asad-Bakhtiari, Bjorn Friborg, 
Frida Fjellman, Maren Kloppman, Torbjorn Kvasbo. 
 
The Best of the Best/ 
As always, Design Miami will host galleries representing work that tops today’s collectible 
design market, both vintage and contemporary. Masterpieces from icons of the 20th century 
include works by Pierre Jeanneret, Charlotte Perriand, George Nakashima, Harry Bertoia, 
Joaquim Tenreiro, and Verner Panton, while contemporary highlights are found in works by 
Daniel Arsham, Katie Stout, the Haas Brothers, and more. 
 
Moderne Gallery presents a strong selection of rare and unique mid-century design, with a 
focus on Studio Craft Movement pieces. A particular highlight is George Nakashima's first 
furniture design: the Karuizawa chair (1935), made for St. Paul's Catholic Church in 



Karuizawa, Japan. Until recently, only two chairs were known to exist worldwide. Across the 
chair's peeled Cryptomeria frame is suspended a seat made of woven grass threads, a design 
that displays both traditional materials and a modern sensibility. It's clearly the precursor for 
what is now Nakashima’s most popular, grass-seated chair (designed 1944). 
 
At Friedman Benda, the gallery will present a solo booth of work by artist and creative director 
Samuel Ross, celebrating the launch of the gallery's partnership with the acclaimed British 
designer. Emblematic of his all encompassing, conceptually rigorous approach, Ross will 
transmute the traditional fair booth into a quasi-industrial setting. The space, caught between 
construction and deconstruction, acts as a liminal staging ground for select works from three 
discrete but intersecting series: SIGNAL, RUPTURE and AMORPHOUS STRAND. 
 
Design Miami/ 2021 Curios/ 
Curio is an exhibition platform that invites designers, architects, curators, innovators and 
gallerists to present total environments of objects, textures, artifacts and ideas that challenge 
and contextualize familiar design narratives. Curios are interspersed amongst Design Miami’s 
gallery program, infusing the fair with inventive snapshots of today's design landscape. The 
2021 Miami fair presents a diverse range of 19 curios that question and respond to the theme 
of Human Kind, including 13 fresh faces this including: Apical Reform & ZEEL Studio, Bea 
Interiors Design, Bohinc Studio, James de Wulf, Objective Gallery, PELLE, Tuleste Factory, 
Twenty First Gallery and Verdi. 
 
Non-profit organization and platform, HOUSE OF TODAY returns to Miami after their debut 
Curio presentation in 2017, this year showcasing a solo exhibition of work by Lebanese 
designer Khaled El-Mays. This new series of work has been made in collaboration with 
craftspeople in Mexico City and is a continuation of the long relationship between El-Mays 
and House of Today, founded by Cherine Magrabi Tayeb. Entitled New Nature, the five-piece 
series features two mirrors, a bar, bench and the designer’s first ever chair, made from 
leather, wood, raffia, and wicker as well as ceramics which is a new material for the designer 
who has collaborated with master company Anfora who has over 100 years experience in the 
industry. Also returning to Miami is Harry Nuriev with his sixth Curio presentation, a 
continuation of the designer’s recent explorations of transitory spaces that serve as a 
metaphor for “traveling through different layers of space, reality, and consciousness”—a 
theme found in much of Nuriev’s work. The Bedroom is a silver bedroom installation that will 
feature a Ryokan-style mattress, situated within a zen-like cube that underscored the value of 
the bedroom as a space to escape reality, meditate, experience vulnerability, and access 
different levels of consciousness. 
 
Amongst this year’s debut Curio presentations, highlights include first time exhibitors Apical 
Reform & ZEEL Studio - a collaboration between designers Amrish Patel, Darshan Soni, and 
Gordana Zgonjanin that brings Apical Reform’s innovative work that encompasses functional, 
bespoke and kinetic art - presented by Miami based ZEEL studio. For Design Miami/ they will 
debut Emotional Rocks, an installation that aims to capture the essence of time through the 
impact of the intangible aspects of emotions on hard objects such as rocks. The Emotional 
Rocks and Blurry Stars Kinetic Benches will also be installed throughout the common spaces 
of Design Miami, offering visitors a spot to rest and  to take the time to evaluate their 



relationship with the world. Also new to Miami is New York-based Twenty First Gallery who will 
showcase an exhibition of new work by London-based Polish designer Marcin Ruask. 
 
Design Miami/ Podium x Shanghai/ 
Taking place this November during Shanghai Art Week, Design Miami’s first event in China, 
Design Miami/ Podium x Shanghai (4-14 November) will welcome over 20 international 
exhibitors showcasing a selection of historical 20th-century designs alongside contemporary 
works from celebrated designers. Presented in collaboration with Made In House and Hantang 
Culture, Design Miami/ Podium x Shanghai will explore the curatorial theme of “Wu Gan: The 
Art of Design.” 
 
Curated by Design Miami/ Curatorial Director Aric Chen and Deputy Curator (Shanghai), Violet 
Ruhui Wang, the new, curated exhibition format will investigate design as an art form through 
20th-century and contemporary works, while drawing on Chinese culture’s historical 
relationship with fine objects to prompt new interpretations in a contemporary, global context. 
Presented as a hybrid physical and digital event, all exhibited works at Design Miami/ Podium 
x Shanghai will be available to purchase both in-person and also online at designmiami.com 
for a limited time. As well as the ability to shop online, the digital event experience will also 
include interactive 3D tours and virtual programming. 
 

 
 
Design Miami/ 2021 Galleries/ 
AGO Projects/ Mexico City 
Ateliers Courbet/ New York 
Bernard Goldberg Fine Arts/ New York 
Carpenters Workshop Gallery/ New York 
CONVERSO/ Chicago 
Friedman Benda/ New York 
Hostler Burrows/ New York 
Jason Jacques Gallery/ Clinton Corners 
John Keith Russell/ South Salem 
Magen H Gallery/ New York 
Moderne Gallery/ Philadelphia 
Ornamentum/ Hudson 
R & Company/ New York 
SIDE Gallery/ Barcelona 
Southern Guild/ Cape Town 
The Future Perfect/ San Francisco 
Thomsen Gallery/ New York 
Todd Merrill Studio/ New York 
Volume Gallery/ Chicago 
Wexler Gallery/ Philadelphia 
 
Design Miami/ 2021 Curios/ 
APICAL REFORM & zeel studio/ Gujarat 



ATRA/ Mexico City 
Bea Interiors Design/ Miami 
Bohinc Studio/ London 
Gallery ALL/ Alhambra, Beijing 
Harry Nuriev/ New York 
House of Today/ Beirut 
J. Lohmann Gallery/ New York 
James de Wulf/ Los Angeles 
Mercado Moderno/ Rio de Janeiro 
Mindy Solomon Gallery/ Miami 
Objective Gallery/ Shanghai 
PELLE/ Brooklyn 
Reinaldo Leandro/ New York 
Room 57 Gallery/ New York 
Tom Dixon/ New York 
Tuleste Factory/ New York 
Twenty First Gallery/ New York 
VERDI/ Bogota 
 
Design Miami/ 2021 Partners/ 
Doha Design District 
Fendi 
Grand Seiko 
Maestro Dobel 
Perrier Jouet 
Kohler 
Lexus 
Miami Design District 
Panerai 
SCAD 
USM 
 
Design Miami/ 2021 
1-5 December, Miami Beach 
 
Schedule of Events/ 
Preview Day/ By Invitation Only 
Tuesday, November 30/ 
Members Preview/ 11AM - 12PM 
Collector’s Preview/ 12-7PM 
Wednesday, December 1/ 
VIP Preview/ 11AM - 1PM 
 
Public Show Days/ 
Wednesday, December 1/ 1–8PM 
Thursday, December 2/ 11AM–8PM 



Friday, December 3/ 12–8PM 
Saturday, December 4/ 12–8PM 
Sunday, December 5/ 12–6PM 
 
Notes to Editors 
 
About Design Miami/ 
Design Miami/ connects the world through extraordinary collectible design, with live fairs and 
experiences on four continents that bring together galleries, designers’ studios, brands, 
experts, collectors, and enthusiasts, and designmiami.com, a content-rich digital 
marketplace. Each edition of Design Miami/ features museum-quality 20th and 21st century 
furniture, lighting, and objets d’art from the world’s top, expertly vetted galleries with flagship 
fairs taking place alongside Art Basel in Miami, Florida, each December and Basel, 
Switzerland, each June. Design Miami/ is also accessible 365-days a year through 
designmiami.com, featuring shoppable works from Design Miami’s expert galleries, DM/BX - a 
curation of more accessible  one-of-a-kind, limited edition, and small batch design objects, as 
well as virtual programming, and engaging storytelling at the Forum Magazine. 
 
Press inquiries, please contact/ 
Camron PR 
+44 (0)20 7420 1700 
Sarah Ferrall/ sarah.ferrall@camronpr.com 
Grace Englefield/ grace.englefield@camronpr.com 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 


